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Abstract Seismic traveltime tomographic inversion has
played an important role in detecting the internal structure of
the solid earth. We use a set of blocks to approximate geologically complex media that cannot be well described by
layered models or cells. The geological body is described as
an aggregate of arbitrarily shaped blocks, which are separated by triangulated interfaces. We can describe the media
as homogenous or heterogeneous in each block. We define
the velocities at the given rectangle grid points for each
block, and the heterogeneous velocities in each block can be
calculated by a linear interpolation algorithm. The parameters of the velocity grid positions are independent of the
model parameterization, which is advantageous in the joint
inversion of the velocities and the node depths of an interface. We implement a segmentally iterative ray tracer to
calculate traveltimes in the 3D heterogeneous block models.
The damped least squares method is employed in seismic
traveltime inversion, which includes the partial derivatives
of traveltime with respect to the depths of nodes in the triangulated interfaces and velocities defined in rectangular
grids. The numerical tests indicate that the node depths of a
triangulated interface and homogeneous velocity distributions can be well inverted in a stratified model.
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1 Introduction
Since Aki and Lee (1976) first brought the technology of
medical CT to the area of seismology to image the velocity
structure of the crust and upper mantle, seismic tomography has become one of the most important ways to detect
the internal structure of the solid earth. Seismic tomography is a technique of imaging 3D seismic velocity and/or
attenuation structure of the earth by combining information
from a large number of crisscrossing seismic waves triggered by natural energy sources (earthquakes) or artificial
sources (explosions and vibroseis) (Zhao 2001). The
obtained high-resolution tomographic models of the earth
have provided constraints on the global tectonic processes,
lithosphere evolution and deformation, the rule and
dynamic mechanism of plate movement, differences in the
deep structure between continents and oceans, and the
existence of heterogeneous structures in volcanic areas,
earthquake faults, subduction zones, and other diverse
geological environments (Zhao 2001; Tian et al. 2009).
According to the data used, seismic tomography can be
divided into body wave tomography and surface wave
tomography. The lateral resolution of body wave tomography is relatively higher, but the vertical resolution is
highly variable due to the nearly vertical incoming ray.
Nowadays, the most commonly used method is still body
wave (especially P wave) traveltime tomography among all
the methods of seismic tomography. The parameters to be
inverted have already been broadened from velocity
inversion to velocity and hypocentral location inversion or
velocity and interface depth inversion simultaneously (e.g.,
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Aki and Lee 1976; Aki et al. 1977; Pavlis and Booker
1980; Liu 1984; Zhao et al. 1992; Bishop et al. 1985; Zelt
and Smith 1992; Hua and Liu 1995; Rawlinson et al. 2001;
Zhou et al. 2006; Huang and Bai 2010; Bai et al. 2011).
Zhao (2001) and Rawlinson et al. (2010) had made systematic summaries about the development and achievement of seismic tomography at different periods.
Seismic traveltime tomography is based on model
parameterization and the associated forward ray tracing
methods to calculate the traveltimes. The solid earth can be
described as a continuous or discrete medium, of which the
discrete one is often parameterized in grids (or cells) (Vidale
1988, 1990; Moser 1991). The frequently used grid parameterization is rectangular grid (cubic in 3D) with velocities
defined at the grid nodes. The discrete models have a good
adjustability and the corresponding traveltime calculation
and ray tracing are robust, e.g., eikonal equation and its
solver for calculating the traveltimes (Vidale 1988, 1990;
Lan and Zhang 2013a, b), and shortest path ray tracing (e.g.,
Moser 1991; Zhao et al. 2004) and so on. A fine grid-based
model can be a good approximation to reality, while the
major challenges lie in: firstly, it is hard to describe complex
models with fine structures, especially when describing
continuously fluctuant tectonic interfaces with discrete grid
nodes, sometimes the interfaces need to be redefined; secondly, a huge number of grid nodes are needed in describing
complex geologic structures, and the memory space and
tracing time increase dramatically with a reduced node
spacing and the growth of the node number for accuracy
purposes. Accordingly, the model parameterization in grids
is dramatically dependent on the memory space and calculating speed of the computer, especially in the 3D case.
A commonly used method to describe continuous
medium is model parameterization in layers. In some situations, a horizontally layered model is fairly efficient in
describing geologic structures and very convenient for ray
tracing (e.g., Zelt and Smith 1992; Zhang et al. 2003, 2005,
2013; Zhang and Klemperer 2005; Zhang and Wang 2007).
It becomes quite difficult for layered parameterization in
the case of complex 3D geologic models such as reverse
fault, and hence layered models are inapplicable for some
cases in realistic seismic exploration. A block model can
faithfully represent such complex structures as faults,
pinch-out layers, intrusive tectonics, and lens, whereas
model parameterization and corresponding ray tracing are
more complex (Xu et al. 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010; Li et al.
2013). In block model parameterization, a geologic model
is regarded as an aggregate of arbitrarily shaped blocks.
Gjøystdal et al. (1985) first used a block modeling technique to generate 3D models, and the geologic blocks were
described in a manner similar to the set operation, which
was not that intuitionistic. Pereyra (1996) developed the
technique of block modeling, and the describing of the
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blocks became more intuitionistic and spontaneous; however, the interfaces of the models were described with
B-spline, which confined the geologic models to such
typical structure as pinch-out or intrusive tectonics. In this
paper, we follow describing the geologic models as an
aggregate of arbitrarily shaped blocks separated by triangulated interfaces, theoretically geologic models with
arbitrary complex structures can be parameterized in this
way (Xu et al. 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010; Li et al. 2013).
Traditional kinematic ray tracing methods include
shooting (Virieux and Farra 1991; Sun 1993; Sambridge
et al. 1995; Xu et al. 2004, 2008) and bending (Julian and
Gubbins 1977; Thurber and Ellsworth 1980; Pereyra et al.
1980; Keller and Perozzi 1983; Um and Thurber 1987;
Prothero et al. 1988; Pereyra 1992; Xu et al. 2006, 2010; Li
et al. 2013). Shooting methods are at an advantage in the
global search for the receivers, while bending methods
have a relatively higher tracing efficiency. Other reported
ray tracing methods include wavefront techniques (Vinje
et al. 1993, 1996), shortest path ray tracing (Moser 1991;
Zhao et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2000), and simulated
annealing (Velis and Ulrych 1996, 2001). The methods
mentioned above have the advantage of tracing for the
global minimum traveltime ray paths. Cerveny (2001)
made a good summary of these methods. In our previous
work, we have implemented a robust segmentally iterative
ray tracer (SIRT) for fast ray tracing in complex block
media, which has a good adaptability in 3D media with a
constant velocity (Xu et al. 2006) or a constant gradient
velocity distribution (Xu et al. 2010). Recently, we have
developed the block models to more complex heterogeneous media with arbitrary velocity distributions defined in
the blocks, and developed the SIRT to adapt to the new
heterogeneous models. Combining SIRT with pseudobending method (Um and Thurber 1987), we proposed a
three-point perturbation scheme for fast ray tracing in
complex heterogeneous models (Li et al. 2013). In this
paper, based on the block model and fast and robust SIRT
method in 3D complex media, we develop the body wave
traveltime inversion of the velocities and the node depths
of an interface. The damped least squares method is
employed in the seismic traveltime inversion.

2 Model parameterization
2.1 3D block models with triangulated interfaces
In block model parameterization, we describe a geologic
model as an aggregate of arbitrarily shaped blocks separated by triangulated interfaces. The blocks are endowed
with different geologic attributes (e.g., seismic wave
velocity, density etc.), and the neighboring blocks share the
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Fig. 1 The horst structure model is described as an aggregate of blocks; different blocks are shown in different colors (left) and separated by
triangulated interfaces (right)

same interface (Xu et al. 2004, 2006). The structure of the
2D media is represented hierarchically as area ? element ? edge ? point (Xu et al. 2010). Geologic elements
are closed regions separated by edges, which are cubic
splines interpolated by discrete points. The structure of the
3D media is represented hierarchically as volume ? block ? interface ? triangle ? point (Xu et al.
2004, 2006, 2008, 2010; Li et al. 2013). The interfaces
between different blocks are pieced together by a series of
triangulated surface patches.
In this paper, we represent the triangulated interfaces in
the same way as our previous works (Xu et al. 2004, 2006,
2008, 2010; Li et al. 2013). Compared with Coons, Bezier,
B-spline, triangulated interface has a lot of advantages.
Triangulated interfaces are also applied in the well-known
GOCAD system (Mallet 1989, 1992). For more detailed
advantages and disadvantages of block models with triangulated interfaces, see Xu et al. (2006) and Li et al. (2013).
Normal vectors hold constants inside a triangle and vary
abruptly across the linked boundary of two triangles that
are not in the same plane. As a result, a reflected or
transmitted ray may change direction abruptly across
linked boundaries. To avoid this difficulty, we have introduced an algorithm to redefine normal vectors at arbitrary
points on an interface so that normal vectors are continuous
on the whole interface (Xu et al. 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010;
Li et al. 2013). Figure 1 gives a complex 3D block model
with triangulated interfaces, the model contains 18 blocks,
6,676 triangles, and 2,700 discrete points. The model is
designed for representing the features of the graben-horst
structure in an extensional basin. This kind of structure is
widespread within the basins in the eastern China, such as
the Bohai Sea, Subei and Songliao basins, China.
2.2 Heterogeneous velocity distribution in a block
We can describe the media as homogenous or heterogeneous in each block. To describe the heterogeneous

Fig. 2 Heterogeneous velocity distribution is to define a set of
discrete velocity nodes. A trilinear interpolation function is used to
describe the velocity at point P within a rectangular grid of nodes

velocity distribution in 3D block models, the velocity
distribution in each block of the geologic model is redefined all alone. We define the velocities at the given cubic
grid points for each block, and thus the heterogeneous
velocity at any position in each block can be calculated by
a linear interpolation algorithm. As shown in Fig. 2, for a
certain point Pðx; y; zÞ in a 3D block model, first we should
find its location in the cubic mesh, and then the velocity
vðx; y; zÞ at point P, can be calculated by a trilinear interpolation of the velocities at the surrounding cubic grid
points as follows:



1 X
1 X
1
X
 x  xiþl 

vðx; y; zÞ ¼
vði þ l; j þ m; k þ nÞ 1  

x

x
iþ1
i
l¼0 m¼0 n¼0





 y  yjþm 


 1   z  zkþn  ;
 1  
z  z 
yjþ1  yj 
kþ1
k
ð1Þ
where vði þ l; j þ m; k þ nÞ denotes velocity at the cubic
grid points, xi ; yj ; zk denotes x; y; z coordinates of cubic grid
points, respectively.
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Fig. 3 The sketch of the ray tracing scheme of combination of
segmentally iterative methods and pseudo-bending methods

3 Ray tracing in 3D heterogeneous block models
Um and Thurber (1987) proposed a pseudo-bending
method for two-point ray tracing in continuous media.
Pseudo-bending can only be applied to continuous velocity
distributions, and it fails to work when velocity discontinuities exist. We have proposed a SIRT to calculate traveltimes in the 3D models with velocity discontinuities.
SIRT has a good adaptability in 3D media with a constant
velocity (Xu et al. 2006), a constant gradient velocity
distribution (Xu et al. 2010), and a heterogeneous velocity
distribution (Li et al. 2013).
A successive three-point perturbation scheme is formulated that iteratively updates the midpoints of a segment
based on an initial ray path. The corrections of the midpoints are accomplished by first-order analytic formulae
according to the locations of the midpoints inside the
blocks (e.g., points P1 ; P3 and Pn in Fig. 3) or on the
boundaries of the blocks (e.g., points P2 and Pn1 in Fig. 3),
to which the updating formulae of the pseudo-bending
method and SIRT algorithm are applied instead of the
traditional iterative methods (Li et al. 2013).
Figure 4 shows the ray tracing results in a 3D combination model (Fig. 4a) with heterogeneous velocity distributions in different blocks. The model, with a size of
5 9 5 9 5 km, has 7 blocks, 4,649 triangles, 2,152 points,
and is composed of normal faults, reverse faults, an
intrusive mass, and a lens. A vertical cross section (X–Z) at
position y ¼ 2:5 km of the heterogeneous velocity distribution is given in Fig. 4b. The shot ( in Fig. 4b) is located
at the position of (4.35, 2.5 km) on the surface, 207
receivers are arranged in a 23 9 9 rectangle. The upper
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Fig. 4 a 3D ray tracing results in the combination model with
heterogeneous velocity distributions in different blocks. b Velocity
slice at the position y = 2.5 km. c Associated traveltime isolines
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interface of the lens is defined as the reflecting interface.
Note that only eight ray paths are selected for a clear display. The associated traveltime isolines against the x- and
y-coordinates is shown in Fig. 4c.

velocity field vðx; y; zÞ in 3D heterogeneous block models
as

T¼

ZR

1
dl;
vðx; y; zÞ

ð4Þ

S

4 Traveltime inversion procedure
4.1 Damped least squares method
All the tomographic problems finally lead to an observation
equation that relates the data to the source and medium
parameters (Zhao 2001)
d ¼ Gm þ e;

ð2Þ

where d; m; e are vectors for data, unknown parameters
and errors, respectively. G is the coefficient matrix, whose
elements consist of the partial derivatives of traveltime
with respect to hypocentral and velocity parameters. A
single row of the matrix G consists of the derivatives of
the traveltime for a particular ray with respect to each of
the parameters in the model. In this paper, the elements of
G are the partial derivatives of traveltime with respect to
the depths of nodes in the triangulated interfaces and
velocities defined in rectangular grids. In many circumstances, the inversion of model parameters can be regarded as linearly according to the damped least squares
principle (Aki and Lee 1976; Aki et al. 1977; Zelt and
Smith 1992).
The vector for model parameters changes in the damped
least squares inversion can be expressed as

1
Dm ¼ GT G þ aI GT DT;
ð3Þ
where Dm is the model parameter adjustment vector,
which can be the changes of the velocities or interface
depths; I is a unit vector, a is a damping factor; DT ¼
Tobs  Tcal is the traveltime residual vector; the partial
derivative matrix G is the same as in Eq. (2). The
introduce of damping factor a can not only ensure the
stability of the matrix inversion, but also keep the model
parameter adjustment vector Dm not that large during
each iterative process. The value of a is determined by
the practical models.

where vðx; y; zÞ denotes the velocity distribution at any
point in the model, which can be calculated from formula
(1), dl is the integral unit along a ray path. As described
above, we combine SIRT with pseudo-bending and put
forward a successive three-point perturbation scheme for
ray tracing in complex 3D heterogeneous media with
velocity discontinuities (Li et al. 2013), and the ray path
should be a series of continuous ray path segments, thus we
can have an approximate discrete form of formula (4):
T¼



n
X
lk 1
1
þ
;
2 vk;s vk;e
k¼1

ð5Þ

where lk is the path length of the kth ray segment, vk;s and
vk;e are velocities at the start point and end point of the kth
ray segment, respectively, n is the number of the ray segments along a ray path.
Because the heterogeneous velocities at any position
of each block are calculated by a trilinear interpolation
of the velocities at the surrounding cubic grid points, so
the velocities at the cubic grid points become the
velocity parameters selected for inversion. From formula (5), we can get the partial derivatives of traveltime with respect to the velocities defined at the cubic
grid points:
n
X
oT
lk
¼

ovm k¼1 2

!
1 ovk;s
1 ovk;e
þ
;
v2k;s ovm v2k;e ovm

where vm denotes the velocity at the mth cubic grid point
selected for inversion; vk;s and vk;e are the velocities at the
start point and end point of the kth ray segment along the
ov

ov

ray path, respectively; ovk;sm and ovk;em are the partial derivatives of vk;s ðx; y; zÞ and vk;e ðx; y; zÞ with respect to vm ,
respectively, which can be calculated from formula (1);
T; lk ; n and k are the same as in the formulas above. The
ov

4.2 Partial derivatives matrix
4.2.1 Velocity partial derivatives of traveltime
The traveltime T between a source S and receiver R along
a ray path is given in integral form for a continuous

ð6Þ

ov

values of the partial derivatives ovk;sm and ovk;em in formula (6)
are equal to zero except when a ray segment is located
inside some cubic grid containing the grid point selected
for inversion, because in this case the ray path and traveltimes are changed with the change of vm . Suppose a
typical point of a ray path segment is surrounded by eight
grid points, then the integral values of the partial
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ov

derivatives bk (e.g., ovk;sm ) in Eq. (6) are equal to zero except
on these eight points,

normal vector perpendicular to the plane triangle
Aj1 Aj Ajþ1 , then







8
 x  xu0 þl 
 y  yv0 þm 
 z  zw0 þn 
>






>
1
1
< 1
xu0 þ1  xu0 
yv0 þ1  yv0 
zw0 þ1  zw0 
;
bk ¼ bk ðu; v; wÞ ¼
>
if u ¼ u0 þ l; v ¼ v0 þ m; w ¼ w0 þ n
>
:
0; else

where l ¼ 0; 1; m ¼ 0; 1; n ¼ 0; 1:

ohint Pk N
Wt  Wz
¼
¼
:
ozint Pk M Wt  Wn

4.2.2 Depth partial derivatives of traveltime
Similarly, the uplift or descent of the fluctuation interfaces
in 3D block models can be achieved by changing the
positions of the triangle vertexes, so the positions of the
triangle vertexes become the interface parameters selected
for inversion. For simplicity, the x- and y-coordinate of the
interface triangle vertexes are fixed, only z-coordinate is a
variable to be considered during inversion. The basic
approach of calculating the Fréchet derivative is to partition the problem (Bishop et al. 1985; Nowack and Lyslo
1989; Zelt and Smith 1992; Rawlinson et al. 2001):
oTi
dTi dhint ozint
¼
;
ozj dhint dzint ozj

ð8Þ

where zj is the depth coordinate of the interface node, hint is
the displacement normal to the interface at the point of
intersection by the ray, and zint is the depth coordinate of
the intersection point.
From Fig. 5a, we can obtain the traveltime difference
before and after the interface is changed,
DT ¼

O0 P0k OPk

v2
v1

ð9Þ

and since
O0 P0k ¼ Wkþ1  Wn Dhj ; OPk ¼ Wk  Wn Dhj :
Note that all vectors are unit vectors, then


Wk  Wn Wkþ1  Wn
DT ¼

Dhj
v1
v2

ð10Þ

ð11Þ

and the partial derivative approximation is:
oT
Wk  Wn Wkþ1  Wn


:
ohint
v1
v2

ð13Þ

If the area coordinate ul (l = 0, 1, 2) denotes the
position of point Pk in the triangle Aj1 Aj Ajþ1 (Xu et al.
2006), then
ozint Pk M Pk Q
¼
¼ 0 ¼ ul ;
Dzj
Aj Q
ozj

ð14Þ

where subscript l is the index of point Pk in the triangle
Aj1 Aj Ajþ1 , e.g., Aj is the second order of three points
Aj1 ; Aj ; Ajþ1 , which indicates l ¼ 1 in this circumstance.
Substitution of three partial derivatives into formula (8)
gives


oTi
Wk  Wn Wkþ1  Wn Wt  Wz
¼

ul :
ð15Þ
ozj
v1
v2
Wt  Wn
Formula (15) is the ultimate expression of partial derivatives of traveltime with respect to the depths of nodes in the
triangulated interfaces.

5 Synthetic model tests
We present several typical model tests using synthetic data
to test our inversion methods. The observed traveltime here
we use is approximated by adding random noise to calculated theoretic traveltime through ray tracing in 3D models
with known velocity distribution and interface parameters
for simplicity. These models, which are contained within
cubes, are all composed of several blocks separated by
triangulated interfaces.
5.1 Velocity inversion of 3D homogeneous model
with fluctuant interfaces

ð12Þ

Because the normal vector Wn at point Pk is redefined
according to a certain principle (Xu et al. 2006), which
does not coincide with vector Wt certainly, which is the
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Figure 6a shows a stratified model with two fluctuant
interfaces underground. The model (model 1) has dimensions of 5 9 5 9 5 km and is composed of 3 blocks and
180 triangles. The velocities in the first and second layer of
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Fig. 5 Illustration of calculation of depth partial derivative

model 1 are defined as v1 and v2 ; respectively. The source–
receiver pairs designed for model 1 are also shown in
Fig. 6a. The source–receiver pairs are located on the surface and the source is in the center of the surface of the
model. Around the source 100 receivers are arranged in a
10 9 10 rectangle. In our tests, the second interface
underground is defined as the reflecting interface. The
incident rays are drawn in blue lines and the reflected rays
are drawn in red lines. Only the reflected rays on the second interface are taken into consideration in our model test.
Figure 6b, c show the velocity inversion results of
model 1. The true velocities in the first and second layer of
model 1 are v1 ¼ 4:8 km=s and v2 ¼ 5:4 km=s, which are
represented by green solid lines in Fig. 6b, c. In the

Fig. 6 Velocity inversion of 3D model with fluctuant interfaces.
a Model 1 and the source–receiver pairs. b The result of velocity
inversion with theoretic traveltimes after 5 iterations of the damped
least squares method. c The result of velocity inversion with a
maximum of 20 ms random noise added to the theoretic traceltimes

inversion procedure, the initial velocity of v1 and v2 are
defined as 3.0 and 7.0 km/s, respectively, which are represented by blue solid lines in Fig. 6b, c. Figure 6b shows
the result of velocity inversion with the input of theoretic
traveltime after 5 iterations, and Fig. 6c shows the result of
velocity inversion with the input of disturbed arrival times.
From Fig. 6b, we can see that the velocity distribution can
be well inverted by the theoretic traveltime even with
initial velocity violently departs from the true velocity. The
inverted velocities in Fig. 6c have some departure from the
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Fig. 7 Fluctuant interface geometry inversion of 3D model with triangulated interfaces. a Model 2 and the source–receiver pairs. b The fine
difference between the true and inverted depths of the second fluctuant interface underground with theoretic traveltimes. c The fine difference
between the true and inverted depths of the second fluctuant interface underground with a maximum of 10 ms random noise added to the
theoretic traveltimes

true velocities of the model for the input of a maximum of
20 ms random noise added to the theoretic traveltimes. The
inverted velocities which are represented by blue dotted
lines in Fig. 6b, c can be obtained after 5 iterations of the
damped least squares method.
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5.2 Interface geometry inversion of 3D model
with triangulated interfaces
Figure 7 shows the fluctuant interface geometry inversion
of 3D model with triangulated interfaces. This model

Earthq Sci (2014) 27(2):127–136

(model 2) with dimensions of 5 9 5 9 5 km also has the
same source–receiver pairs as model 1 in Fig. 6. In
model 2, the first interface underground is flat while the
second one underground is fluctuant. In the inversion
procedure, the position of the first interface underground
is fixed and the depths of the triangular vertexes on the
second fluctuant interface underground are to be inverted. The second interface is initialed as a flat one before
the inversion, and we can obtain the fine differences
between the true and inverted depths of the second
fluctuant interface underground after several iterations.
Figure 7b shows the fine differences between the true
and inverted depths with the input of theoretic traveltime
after 5 iterations, and Fig. 7c shows the fine differences
between the true and inverted depths with the input of a
maximum of 10 ms random noise added to the theoretic
traveltimes. From Fig. 7b, c, we can easily find that the
interface geometry near the center of the second interface is better inverted compared with the several points
near the edges of the interface. The relatively large error
between the true and inverted depths of the several
points near the edges of the fluctuant interface can be
attributed to the lower ray coverage.

6 Conclusions
Block modeling combined with triangulated interfaces
is efficient in 3D complex heterogeneous model building. The parameters of the velocity grid positions are
independent of the model parameterization, which has
been proved to be advantageous in the inversion of the
velocities and the node depths of an interface. A successive three-point perturbation scheme of SIRT is used
as a forward ray tracer for the traveltime inversion of
3D velocity model with triangulated interfaces. The
damped least squares method is employed in seismic
traveltime inversion, which includes the partial derivatives of traveltime with respect to the depths of nodes
in the triangulated interfaces and velocities defined in
rectangular grids. Model tests using synthetic data
indicate the fundamental validity of our velocity inversion of 3D homogeneous stratified model with fluctuant
interfaces, as well as fluctuant interface geometry
inversion of 3D model with triangulated interfaces.
Simultaneous inversion of heterogeneous velocity distributions and fluctuant interface geometry is further
considered in future.
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